
Module 3
Topics 3 & 4

Quiz

MULTIPLE CHOICE: Choose the BEST answer.

__ 1. When driving, you should look

a. ahead
b. behind
c. to the sides
d. all of the above

__ 2. The decision-making process in driving is known as

a. predict
b. evaluate
c. execute
d. determine

__ 3. Looking for potential hazards is known as

a. determining
b. searching
c. evaluating
d. executing

__ 4. Steering around an object is an example of

a. searching
b. evaluating
c. executing
d. none of the above

5. Determining whether a pedestrian may step into your path of travel is an
example of

a. searching
b. evaluating
c. executing
d. none of the above



__ 6. Drivers preparing to turn left can help communicate this intention by using

a. lane position 1
b. lane position 2
c. lane position 3
d. lane position 4

__ 7. Which lane position provides maximum space within the lane on each side
of the vehicle:

a. lane position 1
b. lane position 2
c. lane position 3
d. lane position 4

8. Most crashes occur

a. at RR crossings
b. at intersections
c. on limited access highways
d. all are equal risks

__ 9. The vehicle should make its initial stop:

a. behind the sidewalk
b. even with the curb
c. wherever visibility is best

__ 10. In this diagram, the rear zone is

a. open
b. closed
c. changing

__ 11. Experts believe it takes __ positive performances to create a lasting
habit.

a. 10
b. 18
c. 26
d. 32



TRUEIFALSE

1. Habit levels of performance mean that the tasks are done in a sequence
without thinking about them.

2. Developing a procedure for driving tasks will help ensure performance at
the habit level with acceptable performance.

3. Drivers who have developed basic maneuvering skills are usually
considered good drivers.

4. Most crashes involving teen drivers result from improper search.

5. New drivers can usually develop good habits quickly.


